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31 CANADIAN FORCES HEALTH SERVICES CENTRE-
LABOUR-MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION COMMITTEE-
MEETING -10 DECEMBER 2015 AT 1110 HRS. IN THE CO'S OFFICE

Co-Chairs:
LCdr Biddiscombe - CO, 31 CF H Svcs C
Carrie McCallum - Labour Co-Chair, PIPSC

Attendance:
LCdr Biddiscombe - CO, 31 CF H Svcs C
Tracey Pletz - PSAC, UNDE
Catherine LeGrow-Haley - Management Representative
Carrie McCallum - Labour Co-Chair, PIPSC
April Kowalski - HR Advisor

Secretary:
Marie-Josee Fortier

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS OPI & ACTION BY

I.

2.

Co-Chair's Opening Remarks.

CO welcomed everyone to the meeting. He introduced all pers around the table and
guests. CO thanks everyone for the c~mments put in for subject items to be added. CO
passed around previous minutes to Carrie McCallum and Tracey Pletz to sign them as
they were not signed. Carrie had no opening remarks to add.

Review of Previous Minutes.

Minutes were reviewed and accepted as written.

Info
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3. Old Business.

a) Terms of Reference (TOR): Case closed.

Mental Health: Back in September, LCdr Biddiscombe and Mrs McCallum met with the
two Public Service employees. It was asked at that point to the employees to advise Mrs
McCallum if they want to pursue with their request. The objective now is to meet up
and work out the details and clarified dates sometimes in January. Once they have this
information, it will be submitted to CHRO to see if a classification will be required to
look at the job specs that they were ask to do outside their current classification.

4. New Business.

a) Signing of the Minutes: The committee is trying to find a solution to have the
minutes signed on time. In the past, questiQns were raised in the meeting
regarding previous minutes that slowed the process of signature as committee
members had to review the minutes from 3 months ago. LCdr Biddiscombe
asked the committee to provide ideas to improve the reviewing process. The
CO mentioned that draft minutes will be sent out for revision by the committee
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and provide correction points or comments. The formal draft review with the
Co-Chairs prior to the sign-off.

b) MHS department re-organization: To help with the administrative management
of22-24 staff members, it was discussed to reorganize the Org Chart and add 2
sub-departmental leadership/management. Functionally the department has
been informal1y reorganized under Psycho Social team and general Mental
Health team but was never formalized in term of CHRO staffing org chart.
Two options were discussed and it was decided to realign the CHRO org chart
with our functional org chart. The new org chart will be define with a Psycho
Social team lead by Capt Bernier, a general Mental Health team lead by Capt
Robert and a separate cell within the department that will be Admin support
staff lead by Mrs Hopkins. Mrs McCallum will meet with the MH dept and
brief them on the new formal restructure. LCdr Biddiscombe's planning to
meet with the MH dept in the New Year and let them know the next steps. Job
description will have to be reviewed, send to classification and the Board will
decide what the classification is. Job description will be resigned by the staff
member. There will be no change in Mrs Hopkins role as manager; she will
remain responsible for the admin and clinical teams within the department.
The addition of a next level of management and leadership wil1 provide more
effective organization within the dept. Similar as what was done in Primary
Care, 65-70 staff members, each CDU has a team lead; the team lead has the
functional responsibility of that CDU organization instead of the manager
organizing/dealing with 65-70 personnel's. Mrs McCal1um brought to the
meeting if we will need to create position and the CO confirmed that no
position will be created but instead there will be a reorganization of the
positions. Work description for PS acting, will be based only for short
duration. Manager will have to submit ajob description that would outline the
duty that is expected and temporary only for short term opportunities. There
will be no change in Anne job description but there will be a change in the
structure between them and there is a possibility that Anne position wil1 be
reclassified. CO thinks it will remain AS-OS but still have to go to
classification to confirm that this organisation still need staff position as AS-OS.
When document will be submitted to classification, an example of the
Esquimalt clinic that have the same structure as what we want to do and will be
submitted with it.

c) Public Servant participation on unit EHS Cttee: CO mentioned that MH do not
have any rep on the EH&S committee since the last rep move to another unit.
Mrs Hopkins was not able to have any volunteer to be part of the committee. It
became a chronical issue with MH since the CO arrival at the clinic. LCdr
Biddiscombe made the decision to go to April and ask her what other leavers
he has for influence, most of the committee are on a volunteer basis, but the
EH&S is Federally Legislated and to meet the Federal appointments, we need
representative from all dept of the unit. CO brought up the situation to the
Tiger team committee last month as 3 members of the Mental Health dept is
sitting on that committee. LCdr Biddiscombe was told that they were not
aware of that the MH didn't have a rep in the EH&S committee. I of them
showed interest to b.epart of the committee. EH&S meeting is next week and
no names have been submitted for the MH dept. CO doesn't kriow if there is a
communication issue. Mrs McCallum was asked if she can remind the MH
dept of the importance to have a MH rep on the committee. Safety inspection
are not been done in the building and this could raise new issues that LCdr
Biddiscombe is not aware of because MH is not providing a rep to do the walk
around.



d) Staffing update: CO presented the latest org chart (Version 1.2) to show the
vacant positions. CO mentioned not all positions are civilian, some are for
military members.

a. PCS Mgr: (Vic psn went regional) .. The position will be re-advertised.
b. Health record CR-05, waiting on the final staffing action from CHRO,

an extension will be requested.
c. CDU clerk, the only vacant psn is in MH, possible deployment was

offer and the person decline. Went back to the CR-04 pool and no one
was interested. Looking to go on the external.

5. Round Table:

a) Catherine LeGrow-Haley: No points.

b) April Kowalski: No points.

c) Tracey Pletz: No points.

d) Carrie McCallum: No points.

e) CO: No points.

6. Co-Chairs' Closing Remarks / Next Meeting. The meeting was adjourned at 1205 hrs.
The next meeting will be held on 10 March 16 at 1330 hrs in the CO's office.

Info.

~
LCdr
Commanding Officer
31 CF H Svcs C

iJa~ftuA
Carrie McCallum
Civilian
PIPSC Shop Steward
31 CF H Svcs C

Distribution

All members

External

UNDE 619 President - Rosemarie Smith-Gimblett
PIPSC President - Steve Peever
CF H Svcs Gp HQ/ UMCC - Michele Dorey & Capt T. Sweet
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